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FUTURE OF THE KAZAKH LANGUAGE IN THE HANDS OF YOUNG 
GENERATION 
 
Егеменді Қазақстан Республикасында қазақ тілін  дамыту – еліміздегі тіл саясатының 
ғана емес, республикамыздың жалпы саясатын дамытудың маңызды әрі түйінді тұсы 
болып саналады. Ал Қазақстан Республикасын және қазақ тілін дамыту сөзсіз қазақ 
жастарының қолында екені бәріне мәлім «Ел болам десең, бесігіңді түзе» – демекші, 
қазақ тілінің ертеңі және бүгіні жастар қолында. Біздің мақалада  мемлекеттік 
тілімізді сақтап, оны дамытудың маңызы, атап айтқанда, қазақ тілінің жастар 
арасындағы қолданысы және оның сұранысың көбейтудің жолдары қарастырылған. 
 
The future of the Kazakh language has become one of the central themes and problems of 
the country since we gain independence and is still very relevant.  What comes to every mind 
when they say "future"? Certainly, it is the youth of Kazakhstan. The youth of independent 
Kazakhstan is the main asset of the country, potential and the future of the nation, the future 
leaders and rulers. Therefore, the future of the Kazakh language depends on the young 
generation of Kazakhstan. Learning Kazakh language - is a matter of national security, social 
stability and the intellectual development of the country, which aims to unite the country's 
citizens. Young people must understand the importance of this question, and should not just try 
to save the national language they should try their best to develop national language. In this 
regard, it is first necessary to form the real demand of the state language, create a need for its 
use, making it an attractive and prestigious. 
The five institutional reforms of Nursultan Nazarbayev, which consists of 100 steps, step 
№85 says about "Eternal nation". On the basis of this project lay 7 patriotic values. One of these 
values - the unity of the history, culture and of course, language. Therefore, it becomes clear that 
a common national language - is not only reflection of the culture, but also the key to the correct 
policy of the country. 
 In order to determine the level national language proficiency State Language 
Development Fund conducted a survey among young people. 
The results of a poll showed that more than 70% of Kazakhstani youth talk fluently on the 
Kazakh language.  
           The survey involved about 5 thousand people. Respondents are aged from 18 to 30 years 
and live in all regions of Kazakhstan. Kazakh language becomes the language of universal 
communication, particularly among young people. "The future of Kazakhstan - in Kazakh 
language", - said the first president of Kazakhstan, leader of the nation Nursultan Nazarbayev. 
 
